Proper Fungicide Use Detailed

For best results in controlling plant diseases, fungicides must be used properly, Dr. R. E. Partyka, Ohio State University extension plant pathologist, advises. He suggests the following precautions in applying fungicides:

1. Read label carefully, and follow directions exactly;
2. Be certain to use proper material for exact crop and disease, as some fungicides may injure certain crops;
3. Since fungi do not move about on leaf surfaces, proper coverage is essential; make certain all foliage is thoroughly covered;
4. Measure material accurately, since too little will not give good protection, and too much may cause injury or give excess residues;
5. Apply at regular intervals, because organic breakdown and growth of new leaves may eliminate effectiveness; a 7-10 day application interval is recommended;
6. Wash hands before eating or smoking; and
7. Store fungicides in a safe place.
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FUNGICIDES & HERBICIDES

for treatment and maintenance of fine turf

These specialty products, developed specifically for golf course and park use, are now available for the treatment and control of fine turf grasses. VICHEM research in agricultural chemicals has produced such outstanding developments as DSSMA—DiSodium Methyl Arsonate; AMA—Ammonium Methyl Arsonate; CPA—Calcium Propyl Arsonate; CALAR—Calcium Acid Methyl Arsonate: ... the finest chemicals to protect your finest turf.

Florida weedmen in news. Down in Miami, where the climate is a real boon to weed growth, chemical herbicides are very much in the news, thanks to the Miami Herald's garden editor, Nixon Smiley, and a trio of turf experts that includes veteran sprayman Charlie Johnson, whose company is in Miami; Dr. Ever D. Barti, University of Florida turf specialist; and Ralph White of Outseed Company in Pompano Beach. A recent Sunday edition of the Herald devoted a whole page of the garden section to the problems of lawn weed control, and headlined an article on types of chemical weedkillers by the three crack turfmen mentioned above. A nice piece of publicity for the turf industry in general, this kind of recognition is a special plum for Florida applicators and turf supervisors.

Feather-in-cap department. James S. Wood, president of Superior Fertilizer and Chemical Co. of Tampa, Fla., has been elected to the Board of Governors of the National Plant Food Institute, we learned recently. Since only 12 chemical company executives were added to the board at the NPFI meeting in White Sulphur Springs last month, it is a particularly significant honor for the Florida fertilizer manufacturer.

On the move. Several staff changes in horticultural and botany departments around the country were announced recently. Up in Connecticut, Dr. Hubert B. Vickery, distinguished plant physiologist, has retired and accepted the title of biochemist emeritus. Also in neighboring Massachusetts, Prof. Grant Snyder is retiring as head of the U. of Mass. horticulture department, ending a career of 41 years in plant sciences. Across the country at the University of New Mexico, Dr. Fred B. Widmoyer, formerly at the University of Connecticut, becomes new horticulture chief. Congratulations to all involved!